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Apart from investigating the impact of mega-sporting events in Asia – what could be 

considered as a large field of research for itself – the question is obvious, whether 

sponsoring such kind of a mega-sporting event is a wise investment and/or effective 

international marketing strategy? Sponsorship is not only a vital and rapidly expanding 

revenue source for sport organizations – thus its share in financing the Olympic Games 

has risen dramatically, but also has become a core marketing activity that often 

complements advertising endeavours for many organizations. Sponsoring is thus a rapidly 

growing phenomenon in marketing, but it is linked with uncertainty and a lot of pitfalls.

This research aims to describe and explain the advertising behaviour seen as an activation 

strategy performed by sponsoring firms of the Olympic Games. It provides insights into the 

strategic goals related to sponsorship. The longitudinal approach taken opens the 

possibility to explore the dynamics of the strategies of local brands as well as foreign 

brands, starting with the Olympic Games in Beijing. A means-objective framework of 

sponsoring developed for research consists of six factors: The exclusive association of a 

sponsoring firm with an event can be based on the product, the corporation or on the 

region, thus constituting the three “objectives”. Further co-branding, revenue streams and 

new customers are identified as the three “means” factors. Based on a qualitative content 

analysis of 739 advertisements, articles and press releases collected from newspapers, 

journals and official web pages eight dominant means-objectives combinations leading to 

different sponsor marketing strategies have been discovered. From the longitudinal data it 

can be concluded that the time gap between signing the contract and the dates of the 

event influences the strategy of the sponsoring corporations. It also can be observed that 

the advertising content in some cases changes over time and the sponsors’ craft different 

´advertising strategies´ in different periods. Differences are further discovered dependent 

on sponsorship category and the level of internationalization of the sponsoring firm.
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